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Abstract In this paper, we study a q-analogue of Laguerre polynomials. We give a q-analogue of Rodrigues’ formula, 
recurrence formulas, Laguerre equations and  orthogonality. 
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1. INTORODUCTION 
In this paper, we study a q-analog of Laguerre polynomials. We give a q-analogue of Rodrigues’ formula, recurrence 
formulas, Laguerre equations and orthogonality. 
Let q be a fixed number with 0 1< <q . 
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mean q-analogues of exponential functions xe , where 
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a q q a . 
For 0 ≤ ≤ ∞qx , a q-analogue of Laguerre polynomial is defined by 
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.                                                       (1.1) 
Indeed, for 0,1,2,3=n , we have 
0 ( ) 1=L x ,  
1( ) 1= −L x x ,  
{ }2 22 1( ) 2 2(2!)= ⋅ − +⋅ q qqL x q x xq ,  
{ }3 2 2 2 33 3 1( ) (3!) 3 2 3(3!)= − ⋅ ⋅ + −q q q qqL x q q x x xq . 
Then, in relation to Rodrigues’ formula, recurrence formulas, Laguerre equations, orthogonality, we obtain the 
following theorem: 
 
Theorem.  We have 
) Rodrigues’ formula. 
1( ) ( ) ( !)−
⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪= Δ −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
n
n
n q q q n
q
x xL x e qx E
nq
.                                                         (1.2) 
) Recurrence formulas. 
1( ) ( ) ( )−Δ − = −q q n q nx n L x n L x ,                                                                (1.3) 
    1 10( ) ( ) ( )− −= − ∫ xn n n qL qx L x q L t d t .                                                             (1.4) 
) Laguerre equations. 
2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0−Δ + − Δ + =n nq n q n q nq x L x q x L x n L x ,                                                   (1.5) 
    ( ) ( ) ( )
⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪Δ − Δ = − −⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭
q
q q q n nn
nxE x x L E qx L x
q q
.                                                    (1.6) 
) Orthogonality. 
0
( ) ( ) ( ) δ∞ − =∫ q nq n m q nmE qx L x L x d x q ,                                                          (1.7) 
where δnm  is the Kroneker’s delta. 
These proofs are shown in each section after this. 
 
2. RODRIGUES’ FORMULA 
In this section, we prove q-analogue of Rodrigues’ formula.  
We note that two functions ( )qe x , ( )qE x  have the following properties: 
  ( ) ( )Δ =n nq q qe ax a e ax , ( ) [ ] ( )Δ =n n nq q qE ax a E q ax . 
  By q-Leibniz formula (see Appendix), we have 
1 ( !)−
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( ) ( )= −q nE qx L x . 
Thus, by ( ) ( ) 1× − =q qe x E x , we have 
1( ) ( ) ( !)−
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q
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, 
and so we can obtain Rodrigues’ formula. 
 
3. RECURRENCE FORMULAS 
In this section, we give two recurrence formulas. 
We put 
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Then we have 
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−= n q nq n l x . 
Thus, by dividing [ 1] ( !)n qn− , we have 
1( ) ( ) ( )−Δ − = −q q n q nx n L x n L x . 
On the other hand, by a q-analogue of Pascal Triangle Identity 
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−= − n q nq n l x 10 ( )−+ ∫ xn q n qq n l t d t . 
Thus, by dividing [ 1] ( !)− n qn , we have 
1 10
( ) ( ) ( )− −= − ∫ xn n n qL qx L x q L t d t . 
 
4. LAGUERRE EQUATIONS 
In this section, we give two q-analogues of Laguerre equation. 
By (1.3) and (1.4), we have 
1 1{ ( )} { ( ) ( )}− −Δ = Δ −q q n q q n nn TL x n L x qL x  
               1( ){ ( )}−= Δ −q q nq n L x  
               ( )( ) ( )= Δ − − Δq q q nq n x L x , 
and so 
2 ( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )Δ + − Δ +q n q n q nqx L x qx L x qn L x (1 ) ( )= Δ −q q nn T L x  
                                    {(1 ) ( )}= Δ − Δq q q nn q x L x  
                                    2(1 ){ ( ) ( )}= − Δ + Δn q n q nq L x qx L x . 
Thus we have 
2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0−Δ + − Δ + =n nq n q n q nq x L x q x L x n L x . 
And furthermore, from this difference equation, we have 
2 1( ) ( ) ( )−Δ + − Δn n nq n q nq x L x q q x L x (1 ) ( ) ( )= − Δ −n q n q nq x L x n L x  
{1 (1 ) } ( )= − − − Δq q nn q x L x  
( )= − q nn TL x , 
and so 
2 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0− −Δ + − Δ + =nq n q n q nx L x q x L x q n TL x . 
Since 1 1− −Δ = Δq qT q T , we have 
2 (1 ) ( ) 0−
⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪Δ + − Δ + =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭
n
q n q n q n
x xqx L x L q n L x
q q
. 
We note that 
{ }( ) ( )Δ − ⋅ ⋅Δq q qE x x f x 2( ){ ( ) (1 ) ( )}= − Δ + − Δq q qE qx qx f x x f x . 
Then we have 
( )
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xE x x L
q
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5. ORTHOGONALITY 
We put λ −= − nn qq n  and 
0
( ( ), ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )
∞= −∫ q q qf x g x E qx f x g x d x . 
First, we show that ( ( ), ( )) 0=n mL x L x  if ≠n m . 
From (1.6) and Δ = Δq qqT T , we have 
( ) ( )
⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪Δ − Δ⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭q q q n m
xE x x L L x
q
( ) ( )
⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪= Δ − Δ⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭q q q n m
xE x x L L x
q
( ) ( )
⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪+ − Δ Δ⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭q q n q m
xT E x x L L x
q
 
( ) ( ) ( )λ= −n q n mE qx L x L x ( ) ( ) ( )+ − Δ Δq q n q mE qx x L x L x . 
Since 
0
( ) ( ) (0)Δ = −∫ a q qf x d x f a f , we have 
( ( ), ( ))λn n mL x L x 0 ( ) ( ) ( )
∞= − − Δ Δ∫ q q q n q m qE qx x L x L x d x .                                          (5.1) 
Similarly, we have 
( ( ), ( ))λm m nL x L x 0 ( ) ( ) ( )
∞= − − Δ Δ∫ q q q m q n qE qx x L x L x d x .                                          (5.2) 
Thus, by subtracting (5.1) from (5.2), we have 
( )( ( ), ( )) 0λ λ− =n m n mL x L x . 
Hence we obtain 
( ( ), ( )) 0=n mL x L x , if ≠n m .                                                               (5.3) 
Next, we show ( ( ), ( )) = nn nL x L x q . 




= ∑nn k k
k
x c L x .                                                                          (5.4) 
Then, by (5,3), the following properties satisfy 
( , ( )) 0=k nx L x  ( 0, 1, , 1= −"k n ), 
( , ( )) [ 1] ( !) ( ( ), ( ))= −n nn q n nx L x n L x L x  
Thus, by (5.1) and (1.3), we have 
[ 1] ( !) ( ( ), ( ))λ − nn q n nn L x L x ( , ( ))λ= nn nx L x  
1( , ( ))−= − Δnq q nn x x L x  
                      2 1 1( , ( ) ( ))
−
−= − −nq n nn x L x L x  
1
1 1[ 1] ( !) ( ( ), ( ))
−
− −= − nq q n nn n L x L x . 
and so 
1 1( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))− −=n n n nL x L x q L x L x . 
Hence, from this recurrence formula, we have 
0 0( ( ), ( )) ( ( ), ( ))= nn nL x L x q L x L x  
0
( )
∞= −∫ qn q qq E qx d x  
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Appendix 
Lemma (q-Leibniz formula).  We have 
0
{ ( ) ( )} { ( )} ( )−
=
⎛ ⎞Δ = Δ Δ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑
n




f x g x T f x g x
k
. 
proof.  Obviously, a q-Leibniz formula is satisfied for 1=n , so that 
   { ( ) ( )} ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Δ = Δ ⋅ + ⋅Δq q qf x g x f x g x Tf x g x . 
And we have 
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1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ + += Δ ⋅ + ⋅Δn n nqf x g x T f x g x 1
1




⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪+ + Δ Δ⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∑n k k n k kq q
k q q
n n
q T f x g x
k k
 
1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )+ + += Δ ⋅ + ⋅Δn n nqf x g x T f x g x 1
1
1
{ ( )} ( )+ −
=
+⎛ ⎞+ Δ Δ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑
n











{ ( )} ( )
+ + −
=
+⎛ ⎞= Δ Δ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑
n




T f x g x
k
. 
Thus, by induction, a q-Leibniz formula is satisfied for all natural number n . 
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